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Horribly smug or scarlet with shame, six 
Telegraph writers who attempted to renounce
their favourite pleasures for Lent reveal whether 
they managed to resist temptation 

LESLEY THOMAS
I’ll be praying hard for spiritual 

guidance between now 

and Easter Sunday. Give or 

take a couple of essential 

transgressions, I’ve been 

make-up free for six weeks. 

Now my soul is tortured as to 

which products I should include 

in Sunday’s orgy of maquillage.

Bobbi Brown’s tasty palette 

of oranges and golds should 

be first in the queue, but what 

about something bolder from 

Shu Uemura. See what I mean? 

Faust had easier dilemmas.

Sunday is normally the one 

day I have a make-up break but 

this weekend I shall be going 

to town. Going about without 

concealer or lipgloss has not 

taught me to be less superficial 

and vain. I’ve learnt something 

much more important. It’s true 

I don’t “need” make-up, but 

life is boring without eyeliner. 

Besides, as I have neither the 

time nor the constitution for 

book clubs or binge drinking, 

make-up is my hobby.

Praying for an end to 
this hellish self-denial

JONATHAN ISABY
I can honestly say that I have 

never waited for Easter 

morning more eagerly. Just 

three days until I can again 

consume chocolate and I 

doubt it will ever have tasted 

better. To my surprise, I have 

managed to stay true to my 

pledge (I’ve relied on jelly 

babies for my mid-afternoon 

sugar rush) – not that 

there haven’t been testing 

moments. 

A long weekend in 

France presented particular 

difficulties: the only part 

of the in-flight meal that 

looked vaguely edible was 

the foil-wrapped chocolate 

biscuit, which I handed to the 

passenger sitting next to me 

with instructions to hide. Then 

there was the meal where 

all of my party opted for the 

menu à prix fixe. Having had 

a wide selection of starters 

and main courses, the dessert 

of the day was, bien sûr,
chocolate cake. Never have I 

felt less like negotiating for a 

fruit sorbet.

SAM LEITH
Well, here’s me full of Lenten 

good cheer, beaming from ear 

to ear and radiating smugness 

like an Aga radiates heat (or, 

for that matter, smugness). 

Pals, I have nothing to report. 

Not a single cigarette. Not 

so much as a furtive drag 

on the damp butt I recently 

found on the floor of the 

gents.

The inside of my lungs, 

I’ll wager, by now looks like 

something from a Pampers 

advert – where only 40 

days ago it looked like 

something from a Pampers 

nappy. 

I’d like to thank both The
Daily Telegraph features 

department and the Risen 

Christ. Sincerely. Giving up 

smoking has changed my 

life. I feel stronger, healthier, 

smugger, happier and 

smugger. And not buying 

cigarettes has freed up around 

a tenner more a day to spend 

on alcohol. 

IAIN GRAY
I wouldn’t use the word 

“abject”, but there is no way 

to view my attempt to give up 

alcohol as anything other than 

a failure. Certainly I 

drank considerably less than 

I would have normally, saved 

money, lost weight and 

rediscovered the pleasures of 

lemon barley water on ice. But 

I did drink. 

A friend’s wedding in 

Copenhagen, my birthday, 

Liverpool thrashing Arsenal 

4-1; all these caused my steely 

resolve to fizzle and pop like 

an Alka-Seltzer. We live in a 

culture of instant gratification, 

and, because existence is 

often bleak, the smallest thing 

– “I have done a day’s work” 

– can trigger a need to treat 

ourselves. 

The perplexing thing is that 

I am not a heavy drinker, so 

it should have been easy to 

forgo the pleasures of the 

bottle and the barrel. But it 

wasn’t and I didn’t. 

CHLOE RHODES
There have been some benefits 

from going without television. 

I’ve read lots of books, cooked 

some nice meals and become 

marginally less rubbish at 

Boggle. But let’s face it, none of 

these can make up for missing 

Terry Wogan announce the 

wrong Eurovision winner. I 

have broken my vow a couple 

of times, including a seven-

hour binge of Comic Relief,
although surely that doesn’t 

count as it’s for charity. The 

biggest challenge has been at 

work where, courtesy of the 

12 giant TV screens facing my 

desk, I am involuntarily viewing 

the cricket world cup, an advert 

for loans.co.uk, two weather 

forecasts and a report about 

Prince Charles’s dressing-

gown. It’s the telly addict’s 

version of passive smoking. At 

10am on Sunday I will tune in 

for the BBC’s Easter service 

and at 11 I will switch over to 

ITV3 to settle in for an Agatha 

Christie marathon that doesn’t 

end until midnight the following 

day. Glory, glory, hallelujah. 

BECKY PUGH
I’m feeling disgruntled. On 

Sunday the bleakest Lent 

– for which I gave up buying 

luxuries –  of my life will at 

last draw to a close. But while 

my abstemious colleagues 

can slip off their respective 

wagons, I will have to carry on 

as virtuously as I have for the 

past six weeks. I won’t be able 

to buy a single unnecessary 

item on this most holy day of 

rest because of the stringent 

Easter Sunday trading laws. 

That is no reward for 

40 days and 40 nights 

of an entirely goody-free 

existence. How will I muster 

enthusiasm for a competitive 

family egg hunt when all I 

can think about is retail 

therapy? 

Normally I’d hunker down 

in the countryside for the 

whole of the Easter break, 

but I’m so desperate to shop 

that I’ll be back in the Big 

Smoke for opening time on 

Monday morning. I can’t take 

a moment more of life without 

treats.  

Amacabre chuckle rippled across the 
nation yesterday after it was alleged 
that Rolling Stones guitarist Keith 
Richards had snorted his late father’s 
ashes during a cocaine binge. 

‘‘He was cremated and I couldn’t resist 
grinding him up with a little blow,’’ the great 
man was reported to have said. ‘‘It went 
down pretty well and I’m still alive.’’

Last night, Richards was insisting the story 
had been ‘‘lost in translation”. Instead of 
being snorted up his son’s nose, Bert 
Richards’s ashes were fertilising a sturdy 
English oak planted in his memory. Keith 
added that he’d never touch cocaine now, 
‘‘unless I wished to commit suicide”. 

Well, it was a good story while it lasted 
and the headline ‘‘I snorted my Dad’s ashes’’ 
is up there for ever along with ‘‘Freddie Star 
ate my...etc’’. You see the British find the urn 
and its contents more amusing than a 
whoopee cushion.

Spilt ashes are the stuff of comedy. In fact 
it is difficult to think of a sitcom where the 
grey remains of a loved one haven’t been 
turned into a rib-tickler. They were knocked 
over in The Vicar of Dibley, sucked up by a 
cleaning lorry in Only Fools and Horses and 
overturned into a pub ashtray in Cold Feet.
When Monty Python’s Flying Circus
re-united for a stage appearance in 1998, an 
urn supposedly containing the remains of 
former member Graham Chapman, who 
had died of cancer a decade earlier, was 
‘‘accidentally’’ kicked over. The audience 
howled with laughter.

Even Hollywood got in on the act. In the 
comedy Meet the Parents, a champagne cork 
not only strikes an urn containing Robert de 
Niro’s cremated mother but the family cat 
uses the fallen ashes as a litter tray.

Nowadays, with seven out of 10 bodies 
in Britain cremated, the remains of 
one’s nearest and dearest frequently hang 
about like Banquo’s ghost, unless exact 

As Keith Richards denies a report that he snorted his father’s ashes, Adam Edwards assesses why the British 
find so much amusement in the grisly accidents that can befall the remains of our nearest and dearest 

Grey area: ashes come 
to grief in Only Fools 
and Horses, above.
Keith Richards, below, 
with his late father

instructions have been given by the 
deceased as to their disposal.

Keith Richards’s contemporary, the late 
Beatle George Harrison, for example, 
sensibly gave clear instructions for his ashes 
to be thrown across the River Ganges, while 
Grateful Dead guitarist Jerry Garcia had his 
strewn under San Francisco’s Golden Gate 
Bridge. Author Hunter S Thompson had 
what was left of him blasted from a cannon. 
There are even companies that will shoot 
the ashes of the cremated into space – 
Memorial Spaceflights claims the 
countdown has begun for the next ‘‘Celestis 
Memorial Flight’’ carrying the remains of 
200 participants – and there are other firms 
that will take ashes out for dispersal at sea.

A Welsh company called Here In Spirit 
makes urns that incorporate the deceased’s 
ash in the glaze while other businesses use 
the remains of the dead to create glassware 
and jewellery. LifeGem, for instance, is doing 
a healthy trade in creating synthetic 
diamonds from the carbon found in ash

However, not everyone is quite so 
conscientious about disposing of the 
dusty remnants of their loved ones. The 

mother of Sex Pistol Sid Vicious accidentally 
dropped her son’s ashes on the Tarmac at 
Heathrow airport before she had a chance 
to pour them over the grave of his lover, 
Nancy Spungen. Last week, Transport 
for London’s Lost Property Office 
announced that it had finally 
tracked down the owner of the 
urn of ashes held in its 
basement for nine years. Molly 
Schofield had lost her father’s 
remains when she took them 
on the train to London to 
scatter under Westminster 
Bridge. A caring soul had 
later handed them in. A 
porcelain urn filled with 

ashes that was found in a ditch by Carlisle 
landlord Joe Bast last year is still waiting to 
be claimed.

Others display a more callous attitude 
still. New Zealand artist Nigel Madden, who 
exhibited photographs of his dead father 
lying on a mortuary slab, later displayed his 
ashes with the comment that his father, an 
alcoholic and radio announcer, was proving 
‘‘much more useful dead than he ever was 
alive’’. And the venerated British journalist 
Alistair Cooke, who wanted his ashes to be 
scattered in New York’s Central Park, instead 
became the victim of a group of rogue 
morticians who removed some bones before 
the body was burnt and sold them for $7,000 
(£3,500) for use in transplants.

But perhaps the most famous ashes 
casualty of all is the cricket Ashes – which 
are supposed to be the remains of a burnt 
bail or stump – that are fought over by 
Australia and England. They were presented 
to England cricket captain Ivo Bligh, later 
Lord Darnley, in 1882 by a group of 
Melbourne women. After his death in 1927 
the urn was given to the MCC. However the 
actual ashes were reported to have been 
dropped on to the carpet by a housekeeper 
and later replaced with burnt sticks. Others 

claim they are the remains of Lord 
Darnley’s wife’s veil.

Perhaps if Keith has 
any of his father’s ashes 
left he might consider 
having them made into 
a synthetic gem to be 

embedded in his front 
tooth in the style of 

fellow band member Mick 
Jagger. Mind you, he should 
be careful about the colour. 
When Jagger sported an 
emerald in his tooth, Keith 
mistook it for a piece of 
spinach.


